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1. Introduction. We consider the following first initial boundary value problem:

ut - (u")xx ~ x G (-/,/)> t > 0, (1.1)

u(±l,t) = 1, t>0, (1.2)
u{x, 0) = u0(x), x € [-1,1], (1.3)

where 0<a<l,/?>0, Z>0, and uq(x) >0, Vx G [—1, Z]. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that uq(x) is smooth and bounded above by 1 such that uo(±Z) = 1. Since
uo(x) is positive, the local (in time) existence and uniqueness of a classical solution of
the problem (1.1)—(1.3) are trivial (see [8]).

Many results in quenching, such as single point quenching and profiles, are similar to
those blow-up results ([3], [5] and the references therein). The system (1.1)—(1.3) in the
case a < 1 models fast diffusion and absorption (see [8]). The case a — 1 was studied
in [1], [2], [6], [7]. To study the asymptotic behavior of quenching, a simple Lyapunov
function can be constructed in the case a = 1. When a < 1, however, such an explicit
Lyapunov function is not available. In this paper, we use the idea of [4] to construct a
Lyapunov function, which is rather technical.

We say that the solution u quenches if the minimum of u(-,t) reaches zero at some
finite time. We shall always assume that u quenches at a quenching time T < oo. In this
case the right-hand side of Eq. (1.1) becomes singular and we no longer have a classical
solution after this quenching time. A point (c, T) is said to be a quenching point if there
is a sequence {(xn,tn)} such that xn —> c, tn —> T, and u(xn,tn) —> 0 as n —> oo. It is
shown in [8] that there can only be finitely many quenching points that stay a positive
distance away from the boundary |x| = I for any positive initial data.

The purpose of this paper is to study how the solution tends to zero. For simplicity we
shall only consider the symmetric case, i.e., the case that uq is symmetric with respect to
x = 0 and is monotone increasing in \x\. It has been shown that (0, T) is the only possible
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quenching point (cf. [8]). For simplicity, we assume that I = 1 and that quenching occurs.
Our analysis applies to any I > 0.

To describe the quenching behavior near the point (0, T), we introduce the following
similarity variables:

y ~ (r — iy/2'
s = — ln(T — t), (1.5)

z{y,s) = {u(x,t)(T - 0"7}Q, (1-6)

where the similarity exponents are necessarily given by

7=—<5 =(« + /?) 7.

Then u satisfies (1.1)—(1.3) if and only if 2 satisfies

{zl'a)s = zyy-5-y{zl'a)y + 1z1'a-z-P'a, (:y,s)eW, (1.7)

z{y,s)=eais, \ye~5s/2\ = l, s > s0, (1.8)

z{y, s0) = u«(yT5'2)T-^ = z0(y), \yT&'2\ < 1, (1.9)

where so = — ln(T) and W is given by

W = {(j/,s) I \ye~ds/2\ < 1 ,s> s0}.

Then the study of the quenching behavior of u near the quenching point (in the region
\x\/(T — t)a/2 < C as t —» T~) is equivalent to the study of the stabilization problem as
s —» oo to steady solutions of (1.7) in the whole real line K.

Let tp(y) be a positive solution of the equation

v" - 5^1/ay + 7<P1/q - v~0/a = 0 (1.10)

in R. Hereafter the prime denotes the differentiation with respect to y. We shall analyze
positive global solutions of (1.10) in Sec. 2. We prove that any nonconstant positive global
solution of (1.10) must be monotone for all |t/| large; and it tends to infinity as \y\ —> oo.
Moreover, there are only two possible growth rates. It grows either polynomially or
exponentially as \y\ —> oo. The polynomial case is proportional to |y|2a/(Q+'3). Note that
the above results have been proved in [7] for the case a = 1. In fact, for the case a = 1,
it is easy to show that any local positive solution of (1.10) can be extended globally in
R for (3 > 1. But, for the case a e (0,1), the forward continuation in [0, oo) of the local
solution of (1.10) is not available. Although the backward continuation in [0, oo) of the
local solution of (1.10) holds for the case (3 > a, it is not known for the case (3 < a.
Prom the ordinary differential equation (ODE) point of view, it is interesting to know
whether (1.10) possesses a positive global solution.

We remark that for any positive global solution tp(y) of (1.10) the function

-l(x,t) = (T-tr^1/a[{T_t)S/2) (i.n)
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is a self-similar solution to the Cauchy problem for (1.1) for x E K such that it quenches
exactly at time t = T. Furthermore, if </?(?/) grows polynomially at infinity, then we have
u(x,T) = A\x\2^a+^ for some positive constant A.

Motivated by a recent work of Galaktionov [4] on blow-up problems, we shall describe
the quenching behavior of the solution near the quenching point by constructing a Lya-
punov function (see, e.g., [9]). To construct a suitable Lyapunov function, we need to
study the backward continuation property of Eq. (1.10). For the case (3 < a, we rede-
fine (1.10) so that the new equation has the backward continuation property (see (4.6)
below).

We define the w-limit set of the problem (1.7)-(1.9) by

u(zo) = {</?€ C(K) | there exists a sequence Sj —> oo such that

z(-, Sj) —> </?(■) as j —> oo uniformly on compact sets in R}.

We show that the oj-limit set is contained in the set of nonconstant symmetric solutions
of (1.10) with polynomial growth at infinity. To prove this result we need to verify two
points. One is to show that the constant solution of (1.10) is not in the w-limit set. The
other is to obtain the polynomial growth property of z(y, s) as \y\ —> oo. Notice that for
a = 1 we have lo(zq) = {(/3 + l)7} (see [6], [1], and [7]).

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we analyze positive solutions of (1.10).
After giving some a priori estimates in Sec. 3, we construct and study the Lyapunov
function in Sec. 4. Sections 5 and 6 are devoted to the study of the w-limit set.

We make some remarks here. In contrast to the case a = 1, there is no global existence
result available for Eq. (1.10) for the case 0 < a < 1, from the standard existence theory
of ODE. However, we proved in Sec. 5 that the cj-limit set is nonempty for the case
(3 < a. Hence, as a by-product of this fact, (1-10) does possess a nonconstant positive
global solution. But, it still remains open whether there is a nonconstant positive global
solution of (1.10) for the case (3 > a, when a e (0,1).

2. Self-similar solutions. In this section we shall analyze positive solutions of (1.10)
using the method used in [7] (see also the references cited therein). We prove that
any nonconstant solution of (1.10) must be monotone for all \y\ large; and it tends to
infinity as \y\ —* oo. Moreover, there are only two possible growth rates. It grows either
polynomially or exponentially as \y\ —> oo. Because the proofs are quite similar to the
proofs given in [7], we shall only sketch the proofs.

Let <p be any nonconstant positive global solution ip{y) of (1.10), i.e., tp satisfies

<fi" - \y{<P1/ay + ivl,a - v~0la = 0, ye K, (2.1)

where 7 = \/{fi + 1) and 5 = (a + /3)7. Since the case for negative y is similar to the
case for positive y, we shall only consider the positive case.

Let k = (P + l)"7, g(<p) = 7</?1/q - i, and

r-P
G(<p) = / g{s)ds, <p>0.

J K
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Then the quantity (<//(j/))2/2 + G(ip(y)) is monotone for y > 0 and hence the limit

lira \(<p' {y)f /2 + G{<p(y))\
y—*oo

exists and is positive.
Set ip = tp'. Given any positive constant a, let

Aa = \<p> ay}.

Then by a phase plane analysis we obtain that the region Aa is a positively invariant
region, i.e., there is t/o = 2/o(a) > 0 such that if ((p(yi),i/>(yi)) £ Aa for some y\ > j/o,
then {<fi{y),il>(y)) € Aa for all y > y\. We remark that here the fact a € (0,1] is used.
Using this invariance property we can show that p cannot assume the value k at infinitely
many points as y —* oo (cf. [7], Lemma 2.3). Prom the nonoscillation of <p, we next derive
that <p must be strictly increasing to infinity as y —> oo. Moreover, the limit

f'(y)p = hm ——
y—*oc (p(y)

exists and p e {0, oo}. The case p = 0 corresponds to the polynomial growth, and the
case p — oo corresponds to the exponential growth.

We shall give the precise growth rate for the polynomial growth case.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that p = 0. Then \\va.y^,00\yt$(y)/<p{y)\ = 2a/(a + /?).

Proof. Let z(y) = cp'(y)/<p(y) and let

p{y) = exp

Then we have
roo

z(y) = p(y)~l / - r(t)\dt
Jy

where r(t) —> 0 as t —> oo. Applying l'Hopital's rule, we compute that

lim [yz{y)\ = ~y,-
y-*co a + fj

Hence the proof is completed. □
From this lemma we can derive the growth rate for the case p = 0 and we conclude

that <p(y) behaves like y2a/(a+0) at y = oo.

3. Some a priori estimates. In order to describe the quenching behavior of u near
the quenching point (0, T), we need some a priori estimates. First of all we note that 2 is
symmetric with respect to y = 0 and is monotone increasing in |y|. Let q = 2a/(a + /3).

First, since 0 is the unique minimum point for each t, we have

ut(0,t) > -u(O,ty0.

Then an integration gives that

z(0, s) < k = {(3 + 1)Q7 for any s > so- (3-1)

Thus </?(0) < k for all ip €
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Next, we claim that the constant state of (1.10) does not lie in the w-limit set. The
following lemma has been proved in [8].

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that Uq(x) = «o(M) and is monotone nondecreasing in |ai| and
that T is the quenching time. Then there is a positive constant C such that

{ua+l3)x > Cx (3.2)

in [0,1] x [T/2, T) = Q.

By an integration of (3.2) and returning to similarity variables, we obtain that

z(y,s)>D\y\" in W (3.3)

for some positive constant D. It follows from (3.3) that the constant state of (1.10) is
not in the w-limit set.

Let H(x,t) = (u^x — arjxu^13, where r) = C/(a+fi). Then by (3.2) we have H(x, t) >
0 in Q and H(0,t) = 0 for t > 0. It follows that Hx(0,t) > 0 and hence Ut(0,t) >
— (1 — ar/)u(0, t)~P. Prom this we conclude that y(0) < k for all <p £ u)(zq).

Suppose that uo satisfies the condition (H):

«)" < «o'3 in I"1- !]■ (H)
We derive some estimates. Since uo satisfies the condition (H), ut < 0 in Qr, by the

strong maximum principle. Since ut < 0 in Qt, it follows that

(z1/q)s + ^y{zx^a)y — 7z1/a < 0, (3.4)

zyy - z~0/a < 0. (3.5)

Multiplying the last inequality with zy and integrating over [0, y], we obtain

Tz^[z{y,s)1~l3/a - z(0, s)1_/3/q] for (5 < a,

\\zv(y,s)\2 < < lo§ ifefy for P = Q> (3-6)
,^t[2:(()'s)1~/3/q: ~ z{y,s)l-0,a] for (3 > a.

For the case (3 < a, using the first estimate in (3.6) and the fact that z(0, s) < k, we
can solve the ordinary differential inequality and easily obtain the polynomial bounds for
z and zy. One of the difficulties for the case P > a is to obtain a lower bound for z(0, s).
We shall overcome this difficulty by exploring the Lyapunov function in the following
section.

4. Lyapunov function. We first get some estimates on the boundary y = R(s) =
exp(<5s/2). Under our assumption, any x £ [1/2,1] is not a quenching point. Thus Eq.
(1.1) is uniformly parabolic in [1/2,1] x [0,T], By standard parabolic estimates (see [8]),
0 < ux(l,t) < C*. It follows that

(4.1)0 < zy(R(s),s) < C*aexp

Differentiating the equation

z(R(s), s) = exp(«7s)

a-y - - l s
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we obtain

a ^7 — exp(a7s) < zs(R(s),s) < a-y exp(ajs). (4.2)

Define, as in [9],

rim
eR(s)[z]{s)= $(y,z(y,s),zy(y,s))dy, (4.3)

Jo
where <E> = $(y,v,w). Then as in [9],

-^Er(s)[z](s) = Jo + Ji + Jz, (4.4)

where
rR(s)f (s> 1

Jo = ~ -$ww(y,z(y,s),zy{y,s))z1/a~1\zs\2 dy
Jo a

Ji = §w(R{s), z(R(s), s), zy(R(s), s))zs(R(s), s)

- $w(0,z(0,s),0)zs(Q, s)

+ $(R{s),z(R{s),s),zy{R{s),s))R'(s),

6
J"2 — / Zy *&ww

rR(

rR\S) (

~h I4""
rR(s)

/ K{y,z{y,s),zv(y,s))zs{y,s)dy,
Jo

yz1/a 1 zy — g(z) zs(y,s)dy

with g(v) = 7?;1/" — v~Pla. Since z(y,s) > D\y\q, we can change the value of g{z) for
2 < D\y\q without changing the above calculations. Let (,(rj) be a smooth, nonincreasing
cutoff function such that

C{f}) =0 for r\ > 2, C(^) = 1 for 7j < 1, 0 < C(r]) < 1.

For the case (3 > a, we define

9(£,v) = 9(v)l (4.5)

and for the case (3 < a, we define

2v
9{t,v) = g(v) l-C D^m + D[ i-c(0] ). v 1C(^'C(0 + ^[i-C(0]) '

(4.6)
We assume without loss of generality that D < min(l, 2~qn). It is clear that with this
modified definition, there is no change in the calculations in J2-

Let
f-W pV

<S>{y,v,w)= (w-cr)P(y, v,a)da- I g(y, n)P(y, (j.,0) dfi.
JO J hi

Then

$w(y,v,0) = 0,

$WVJ(y,v,w) = P(y,v,w),
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and
fw ( dP DP

K(y, v,w) = J j-ct—(j/,t;,o-) - (y,v,a)dvya' ' ' dy

d
+ fa P{y,v,cr) (^g(y,v) - ^yv1/a | da.

Let if)(£;y,v,w) be defined as the solution of the following:

~ + s(£,V;) = 0, £ e (0,y), (4.7)
ip(y; y, v, w) = v, ip6 {y; y,v,w) = w, (4.8)

where the subscript £ denotes the derivatives in the first variable £. We assume, for
any v > 0, w and y > 0, that the solution xfj is well defined for £ € [0,2/], and that
ip(£\y,v,w) > 0 for £ € [0, y\ (these properties of the solution of the ODE (4.7) will be
established later on). Differentiating (4.8) in y, we obtain ip^(y; y, v, w) + xpy(y, y, v, w) =
0, and hence

i)y{y,y,v,w) = -ipz(y;y,v,w) = -w.

Similarly, since ^(y; y, v, w) + ip£y{y, y, v, w) = 0,

i>ydy'iyiv'w) = -i>u(y>y,v,w)

= - ^#1/Q_1(y; y,v, w)^{y\ y, v, w) + g{y, ip(y; y, v, w))

£
= ~—yv1/a~1w + g{y,v).

Next, differentiating (4.8) in v and w, respectively, we find that

i/jv{y,y,v,w) = 1, tpv((y,y,v,w) = 0, ipw(y;y,v,w) = 0, xpw£(y, y, v, w) = 1.

Therefore, the functions ipy(£\y,v,w) and —wij}v(£;y,v,w) - [^yvlta~lw — g(y,v)\
• VV;(£; J/j viw) and their first derivatives in £ agree at £ = y.

Differentiating (4.7) and using the uniqueness of the solution of the corresponding
ODE, we derive

tpy(£;y,v,w) = -wipv(£;y,v,w) -

Let

J—yvl/a~lw - g(y,v) i>w(£]y,v,w). (4.9)

P(y,v,w) = exp J €il>(€\y,v,w)1/a ̂  j . (4.10)

Then a direct computation shows that (using also (4.9))

K(y, v, w) = 0

and hence

Ji = 0.

Now we study the solution il) of the ODE (4.7). From the local existence and unique-
ness theory of the initial value problem of ODE, the solution ip is well defined in a
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neighborhood of £ = y. The solution can be extended as long as ip and ip£ remain
bounded, and is positive.

In the following discussion we assume that (y*, y] (y* > 0) is the maximal existence
interval for the solution i/j. We want to show that y* = 0.

For the case (3 > a, we have g(y,v) = g{v). Therefore, in this case, by multiplying
Eq. (4.7) with ip£ and integrating in £, we obtain

5 [v
+ — J T-ip{r-y,v,w)1/a~1ipl(T;y,v,w)dT

rv{$',y,v,™) rv

+ / g{v)dn = \w2 + /
J K J K

Hence, for f e {y*,y),

(4.11)
g(n) dp.

ril'(£-,y,v,w) rv

%ip*(€;y,v,w)+ g{n) dn < \w2 + g{^)dn, (4.12)
J K, J K

from which it follows that ip and will remain bounded (with the bounds depending
on v and w) on (y*, y\. Furthermore, since g(fi) d^i = —oo in the case (3 > a, we also
have il>(£,-,y,v,w) > 0. Thus ip can be extended beyond y* if y* > 0, and we must have
y*= o.

Next, we consider the case j3 < a. Multiplying Eq. (4.7) with ip^ and integrating in £,
we obtain

ry i-i.:{£:y.v,w)
±ipl(£;y,v,w) + — J Tt/j{T-y,v,'w)1/a~1^{T;y,v,w)dT + J g(£,n)d/j,

rv ry rip(T-,y,v,w)

= \w2 + g(y,n)dn- / g^T, fi) d/idr.
J K, J £ J K

(4.13)
So we need to estimate the last term in the above equation. It is clear that

gt(£,v) =0 in {v > D?at) + £>(1 - C(0)} U {v < \[D?C(0 + D{ 1 - C(0)]}
and

2v \ {D^ao+d[i - cmvg^,v) = 2v[g(v)+v 'K'(j + d[i - c(oi J wao + d\i - am2'
Thus \gt(£, u)| is uniformly bounded for £ > 1 and therefore — JJ '> ̂(r,/x) d^idr
is bounded if 1 < £ < y (with the bound depending on y, and independent of w,v,£).
For £ < 1,

&:(<£,+ (J^)
Recall that D < 1 < n. Hence

[$(w) + v_1] >0 for 0 < v < D£q, £ < 1.

Since C' < 0, we derive

g$(ti,v) <0 for 0 < v < D£q, £ < 1. (4-14)
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Thus for 0 < £ < 1,
ry ril,{.'r\yiv->w) (1 ,y) ry 1 ri}>{T-,y,v,w)ry rV\T\y,v,w) /-min {L,y) ry rip{r;y,v,w)

/ / 9$ (r, n) dfj, dr = — / +/ / g^ir, n)d[j, dr;
J £ Jk J£ J mind,?/) J kmin(l ,y)

the second integral in the above equality is bounded, and therefore
ni!>{r\y,v,w) r min(l,y) /■k

gi(T,/j,)dndT <C + / g({r, fi) dfj, dr < C, (4.15)
J € Jil>(T;y,v,w)

where we used (4.14) and the fact that g^(£,,n) = 0 for /n > 1 > £. We obtain
/•ip(Z\y,v,w) rv

+ / <?(£,n) dfj, < \w2 + / g(y,n)dn + C, (4.16)
J K, J K

where the constant C is independent of w, v, and £ (it may depend on y). As before, this
estimate implies that | and ip are bounded from above. For every £ > 0, g(£, fi) d/i —
—oo, we also have 4>(^;y, v, w) > 0 if £ > 0. Thus ip can be extended beyond y* if y* > 0,
and we must have y* = 0.

We next derive some estimates for large v. In this case g(£, v) = g(v) and the argument
below applies to both the cases (3 < a and /3 > a.

Clearly,

ip(£;y,v,w) > v - max \il>z(i,y,v,w)\ (y - £)
i<i<y
r rv -i 1/2
w2 + 2 g(fj-)d^ (y- £) (4-17)

J K,
> v —

V
~ 2'

provided
n-i/2

0<y-Z<\ w2 + 2 I g(/j,) d/j,f s(m).
J K,

(4.18)

We take £* as follows:
' r rv i —1/2"

w2 + 2 g(fj,) dnc* J y v£ = max < -, y — —

Then
f 5 /v\i/a~1 fy

P(y,v,w)<e* Pj-^y ljdt

< exp — min

It follows that

l01/Q-\,2 £(I)1/Qy
8q! [w2 + 2 g(n) d/j]1/2

(4.19)

rW

<&(y,v,w) < / (w — cr)P(y,v,cr) da
Jo

-(-)
8a \2J

< w2 exp < — min ^ id)1'"!,
[■w2 + 2 Jl g{n) d/i\1/2

(4.20)
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\<f>w(y,v,w)\ = fJo
P{y,v,a)da

< |w| exp < — mill if.)1'"-', s(i)'"» "
Ba\2' ' [„2 + 2

We want to estimate J\ from above. Thus we shall substitute y = R(s), z(R(s),s) = v
and w = zy(R(s),s) in the above estimates. It is clear that z(R(s),s) —> oo as s —> oo
and

fV
/ g(/x) d/i ~ ^a for v 1.

Jk 1 + a
Thus, using the estimates at the beginning of this section, we obtain, for large s,

$(y, a),Zy{R(s), a)) < \zy(R(s), S)|2 exp {-c*z(R(s), s)(1-«)/C2«)^(s)}

for some c* > 0. Therefore
$(y, z{R(s), s),zy(R(s), s))R'(s)

< ^{C*)2a2exp (n S\ 1 f * [7(1.*-a)+ 6^2ay--Js expj-c exp    s j.
(4.22)

Similarly,

|<My, z(R(s),s),zy(R(s),s))| < |zj,(ii(s), s)| exp |-c*z(i2(s), s)(1_a)/(2a)JR(s)|

and
\$w(y, z(R(s), s), zy(R(s), s))\ \zs(R(s), s)|

< Cexp
<5 ,

2aj - - ) s exp < —c exp
7(1 - a) + 6

-s (4.23)
2

Thus J1 is bounded from above by a function that decays exponentially fast.
In order to obtain the lower bound for J\, we substitute w = 0 in (4.19) and obtain

P{y, v, 0) < exp{—c*t/1-a^2a'y} for v > k, (4.24)

from which we immediately derive

$(y, z(R(s),s),zy{R{s),s))R'{s)
fz(R(s),s)

> -R'(s) f
J K

g(fj,)P{R(s),fi,0)diJ,

> -yR'(s)z{R{s), s)1/a+1 exp{-c*K(1-a)/(2Q)i?(s)}
(4.25)

> — C exp (1 + q)7+ ) s exp{—c*k^ q'/(2q' exp(crys)}.

Thus J1 is bounded from below by a function that decays exponentially fast.
We proved:

Lemma 4.1.
d
ds

1 rR(s>
Er(s)[z]{s) = / P(y,z(y,s),zv(y,s))z1/a-\y,s)\zs(y,s)\2 dy + Ji(s),

a Jo
(4.26)
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where |Ji(s)| decays exponentially fast to 0 as s —> oo and therefore |Ji(s)|ds < oo.

From this lemma, it follows that

d
ds -£/?(*)H(s) - f Ji(r)dr

J Sn
<0,

and hence for every s > sq,
rs noo

ER(s)[z](s)<ER^[z](s0)+ Ji{r)dT<ER(s)[z](so)+ \Ji(r)\dT = C. (4.27)
«/S0 J So

5. w-limit for the case 3 < a. In the sequel, we shall assume that the condition
(H) holds.

Theorem 5.1. If j3 < a, then the w-limit set is not empty. Furthermore, any w-limit
satisfies the ODE (1.10) for y > 0.

Proof. Using the first estimate in (3.6) and the fact that 2(0, s) < k, we easily obtain
the polynomial bounds for z and zy. It follows that any w-limit is well defined and the
w-limit set is not empty (see [6], [7]).

Recall from (4.24) that, for v > k,

P(y,v, 0) < expl-c*!/1-0^2"'?/}. (5.1)

It follows that (using z(y,s) > Dyq and D < min(l, 2~qn)),
i-R(s) rz(y,s) rR(s) rz(y,s)

/ / g{y,n)p(y,n,0)dndy = / / g(n)P(y,n,0)dndy
Jo J K J0 JK

< [ [ \g(fJ,)\P{y,lJ.,0)dfj.dy+ [ [ \g(fj,)\P(y,fi,0) d^dy
Jo Jo Ji Jd

<C,

where C* is the upper bound for z(y, s) over y € [0, 1]. Using this estimate we immedi-
ately obtain

£fl(s)[2Ks) ^ ~C,

and therefore by using Lemma 4.1, we obtain

1 /•OO rR(s)

/ / P(y,z{y,s),zy(y,s))z1/a-1{y,s)\zs{y,s)\2 dyds < C. (5.3)
JSo Jo

Using standard arguments (cf. [5], [6]) we now conclude that any w-limit satisfies the
ODE (1.10) for all y > 0. □

In the case that the w-limit is positive at y = 0, we can further derive estimates near
y = 0 and conclude that the w-limit also satisfies the ODE (1.10) at y = 0 and v?'(0) = 0.

The case in which the w-limit is 0 at y = 0 will be shown in the next theorem.

Theorem 5.2. If (p is an element in the aj-limit and y(0) = 0, then

<p{y) = myq,
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where

\2 "i a/(.<*+0)
m == f (« + /?):

[2a(a-0)

Proof. By the first estimate in (3.6),

(2 } ll2
0 < <p'{y) < |^_r^V?(y)1~/3/a| for y > 0.

From this inequality, using also </?(0) = 0, it follows immediately that

f (a + 3)2 W(a+/3)
<p{y) < | 2a(a-j3)) Vq = myq for y > 0. (5.4)

A direct computation shows that fo(y) = myq is a solution of the ODE (1.10). Thus

<Pyy - ^y{fl/a)v = ~l<p1/a + V_/3/a

> -7^o/" + <Po'8/a

= {<Po)yy - ^y(if10/a)y for y > 0,

and therefore

W{y) ~ <Po(y)\y > J 7}T-(<p1/o!(t) - /Q(r))r dr

= ^{Vl/a(y) ~ Vo/Q(y)) " ^(<P1/a(r) ~ fl/a{r)) dr

> ^y{v1/a{y) -<^o/q(2/))-

Notice that 1 /a > 1, and the function sl/a is Lipschitz continuous. Thus by the com-
parison theorem for first-order ordinary differential inequalities, we get

v(y) > ¥>0(2/) for V > 0-

Combining this with (5.4), we conclude the theorem. □

6. w-limit for the case p > a. One of the difficulties in the case (3 > a is the lack of
a lower bound for z(0, s), and therefore no estimates on the derivatives of 2 are available.

We now consider the special case a < (3 < 3a. In this case, if z(y, s) < k, then

[ 9{^)P{y> 0) dfj, < f < f n 3/adfi.
Jk J z(y.s) J DyQ

Notice that, for any y* finite, the integral

ry* pi*
[ I n 0/adndy

J 0 J Dyi
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is a finite number if 0 < 3a. For each s, we take y* = y*(s) such that z(y*,s) = n. (3.3)
implies that y* is bounded uniformly in s. Thus

l~R(s) rz(y,s) rRis) rz(y,s)

/ / g(y,fi)P(y,ii,0)dndy = / / g(/j)P(y, n,0) d^dy
J 0 J K JO Jk

cy* rK r00 r°° (g 1)ry rK OOO />oo

/ / \g(n)\P{y,V-,0)dndy + / / \g(fi)\P{y,fi,0)dndy
Jo J DyQ J y* Jk

<

< c.
Theorem 6.1. Let a < (3 < 3a. If the w-limit set is not empty, then any w-limit must
satisfy the ODE (1.10) in R.

Proof. From (6.1) it follows that _E#(s)[z](s) > — C and therefore by using Lemma 4.1
(integrating (4.26) over [s0,oo)), we obtain

-j^ /»oc fR(s)
P{y,z{y,s),zy{y,s))z1/a~l(y,s)\zs(y,s)\2 dyds < C. (6.2)

a so J 0

(.zl/a)s < l*1/a - ^l/a)y < 7^1/q for y > 0,

Since the w-limit set is not empty, there exists Sj —> oo such that z(y,Sj) converges
to an w-limit function ip(y) in any compact subset. Since

6
2l

the solution z(y, s) is uniformly bounded in {0 < y < K, Sj < s < Sj + A"}, Vj (with the
bound depending on K), for any K > 1.

By the standard parabolic regularity estimates, we have

\zy(y,s)\ + \zvy(y, s)| + \zs{y,s)\ <CK for < y < K, Sj < s < sj + K

(here we exclude the interval y £ [0,1 /K\ because on this interval, the lower bound is not
established and the equation may be degenerate, and the right-hand side is unbounded).
Using this estimate, a standard argument (cf. [5]) shows that the limit function ip(y)
must satisfy the ODE (1.10) in the interval [1/K,K\ for any K > 0.

Since 0 > a, the argument leading to (4.12) implies that any solution of the ODE
(1.10) must be positive for all y > 0, especially,

c* = 1/3(0) > 0. (6.3)

By the uniform convergence, we also have

z(0,Sj) > \c* > 0 for j 1. (6.4)

Using the equation

(z1/a)s(0, 3) > 7*1/a(0, 8) - Z-"/°(0, 3),

we derive that

z{0, s) > jc* >0 for Sj < s < Sj + fj,, (6.5)

for some small /i > 0. Using this estimate and (3.6) we immediately conclude that zy is
uniformly bounded in [0, A'] x [sj,sj + /i]. Using parabolic estimates again, we conclude
that the function <p(y) also satisfies the ODE (1.10) at y = 0 and <f'(0) = 0. □
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